ABOUT TEAM NSS VNRVJIET
The Motto of National service scheme NSS is "Not Me But You", reflects the
essence of democratic living and upholds the need for self-less service. NSS
build vast view of society along with personal enhancement and self
development along with development of society.
The main objectives of the NSS is to,
• Understand the community in which they work
• Understand themselves in relation to their community
• Identify the needs and problems of the community and involve them in
problem-solving
• Develop among themselves a sense of social and civic responsibility
• Utilize their knowledge in finding practical solutions to individual and
community problems
• Develop competence required for group-living and sharing of
responsibilities
• Gain skills in mobilizing community participation
• Acquire leadership qualities and democratic attitudes
• Develop capacity to meet emergencies and natural disasters and
• Practice national integration and social harmony
•

Objective is to appreciate citizens for being responsible & people rendering selfless

VNR VIGNANA JYOTHI INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
BACHPAULLY . NIZAMPET (SO) ,HYDERABAD - 500090, TELANGANA
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1.INTRODUCTION
NSS Special Camp is one of the most awaited events of the
year, by the volunteers. They use this opportunity to the
fullest to interact with people and provide services.With this
motto, the NSS Unit of VNRVJIET, comprising of about 45
volunteers, has organized a special camp in Manthur village
of Medak district. The camp has been conducted under the
supervision of college management and NSS program officer
Dr.B.Ashok . The NSS team members divided among
themselves in different groups and conducted a 7 days
special camp in the MANTHUR village.
2.LIST OF VOLUNTEERS PARTICIPATED IN NSS SPECIAL CAMP
S.NO

NAME OF
VOLUNTEER

MOBILE NUMBER

1.

Akhila.A

9701399833

2.

Akhilsai.Ch

9381268464

3.

AlekhyaNuthalapati

9908810333

4.

Alekhya.M

8317647385

5.

Anil Kumar

9701387008

6.

Anudeep Kota

8886222280

7.

AnuragPola

6300536498

8.

Anurag.A

9133417845

9.

AnushaKaturi

9652075541

10.

Avaneesh.K

8790318525

11.

Ayush.N

9100649432

12.

Bhumika.M

9381043905

13.

Deepak.K

9951426691

14.

GOPAL NAYAK.R

9381429597

15.

Haripriya

8317590739

16.

Karthik.S

9381338167

17.

Kaushik

9000404268

18.

KeerthanTenneti

8247716995

19.

Krishnasri.S

9381221903

20.

Lalith Kumar .V

6303436260

21.

Lasya Sri. P

8500610163

22.

Lokeshchary.K

8185879563

23.

Manikantachary.M

7386645880

24.

MeenamruthaSreevalli.B

7659889314

25.

Mounika Sai.Ch

9381696296

26.

Mudassir

889781747

27.

NagabhushanChindi

6300052175

28.

Namratha.K

7709149589

29.

Niharika.S

9550043278

30.

NikithaYellur

7729066800

31.

PraptiKarunanidhi

9603122814

32.

Prathyusha.K

9912851553

33.

Ayush.N

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

9100649432

Abhishek

8897392647

Vihasith

8919244360

Nikhil

9959274155

Rajesh

7386671633

Upender

9542556060

Charan

6304761637

Darshan

6301890717

Saikrishna

8309456643

Vishali

9381116554

3.Route Map

RamjyaTanda,Medakdistrict,Telengana

DAY 1: 27th June,2019

4.SUVREY IN RamjyaTanda
The journey began at the college for the camp where all the volunteers
gathered by 09:00 am and started off to the camp by 10:00 am. everyone
reached to the village by 12:00 in the noon. The camp was initiated by door to
door survey by the volunteers. They surveyed the villagers about various
aspects such as education, health issues , irrigation , farming methods etc.
Also the volunteers exchanged their knowledge about various government
schemes in a way possible.Later, in the evening everyone gathered to express
their views on how useful the survey was and could be. Also they shared how

and what they learnt from it.

DAY 2: 28th June,2019
5. VISIT TO REDIPALLI GOVERNMENT SCHOOL

VOLUNTEERS CONDUCTING CAREER VISION PROGRAM
The volunteers were divided into few groups and were sent to different classes
starting from 6th to 10th standard. The groups which were assigned to 9th and
10thstandard, gave several inputs to the students regarding various options
which were available to them right at the end of 10th class. Various professions
and the paths to achieve them were illustrated. Apart from these, they were
informed about various scholarships for which they were eligible to apply.

6.VISIT TO OLDAGE HOME
In the evening, volunteers visited an old age home in the village. They
had an amazing experience talking to the people living there. Every person
there had their own story of being estranged from which our volunteers have
learnt alot about handling elderly people and their sensitive nature.

7.MEDICAL CAMP
On the third day of the camp, a free medical camp was organised by the
volunteers. Villagers' health was thoroughly checked and medicines were
freely prescribed for those who needed them. Many of the villagers saw to it

that they came to the camp and got their health condition checked up for a
healthy living.

DAY 4: 29th June,2019
7.RALLY ON WOMEN EMPOWEREMENT
On the 5th day of the camp, volunteers marched a rally
through the village to make the villagers aware about women empowerment
and how it could be useful in making the society a better place to live.the Rally
was organized to spread awareness that women can start businesses on their
own and can stand on their own legs. They also emphasized on the ways to
empower women through education and providing work.

DAY 5: 30th June,2019
8.SELF-DEFENSE
domestic violence is a punishable offense which has been increasing these
days mostly in villages and women are not unfortuanly not in a position to

defend themselves, hence basic self-defense training was organized for young
girls and married women by skilled trainers to defend themselves from
harassment and domestic volience.

DAY 6: 1st July,2019
TranscationsDigital transactions have become a necessary skill in the modern age.
To make the residents of ramjyatanda familiar with online transactions and to
give them knowledge on the security and safety of digital transaction.pamplets
which had information on the procedure to install the required applications
and directions of using them.

DAY 7: 2nd July,2019
Eye checkup camp
A free eye check-up camp was conducted. Doctors provided free service to the
villagers. A good response was observed form the eye check-up camp and
about 120 villagers consulted doctors. Villagers were treated and the require d
medicines were given at free of cost. The volunteers have taken an active part

in helping doctors to make the eye check-up camp successful and the also the
villagers maintained co-operation with us.

The Special Camp for the year 2019 thus ended being a huge success. Every
volunteer took home back many learnings , memories and stories of the
villagers. They had a great learning experience from the situations they faced
and understood the real meaning of spontaneity. Also they realized
implementation of the motto "NOT ME,BUT YOU."

OUTCOMES OF NSS SPECIAL CAMP:
• Every student got an individual practical experience of handling people in
groups.
• Manthur's higher classes students of the government school got better
exposure of what awaits in their future.
• Medical camp was so useful for the villagers .
• Volunteers gave a feedback report about their experiences and suggested
how it could be improved.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
We would like to thank JNTUH coordinator P.Narasimha for giving us
permission and guiding us for the successful completion of the camp. We thank
our Principal Dr.C.D.Naidu and the college management for their kind support
and guidance for the smooth conduction of the camp .We also thank them for
giving this great opportunity of lending hand to the poor and serving the needy

society in various ways. We also thank Transport manager and Hostel
supervisors for their support
“WE SERVE THE DESERVE”
“NOT ME BUT YOU”
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1.INTRODUCTION
NSS Special Camp is one of the most awaited events of the year,
by the volunteers. They use this opportunity to the fullest to interact with
people and provide services.With this motto, the NSS Unit of VNRVJIET,
comprising of about 45 volunteers, has organised a special camp in Manthur
village of Medak district. The camp has been conducted under the supervision
of college management and NSS program officer Dr.B.Ashok . The NSS team
members divided among themselves in different groups and conducted a 7
days special camp in the MANTHUR village.

2.LIST OF VOLUNTEERS
NAME
1.Preethi.P
2.Rohith.B
3.SaiKamal.K
4.SaiKiran.C
5.Saiprasanna.P
6.Saisathwikreddy.G
7.SaiTanuja
8.SaiTeja
9.SaiVarun
10.Saipriya.P
11.Samhitha.P
12.Sandhyachinnapaga

PHONE NO
9381149247
8367072036
9381142400
6303820098
7013240156
9652264530
7981555450
6304154014
8919225160
9885172718
7893442236
9951162422

13.Santhoshi Sri
14.Pavithra.G
15.Shirishareddy.B
16.Shiva Prakash.B
17.Shreyapola
18.Shriya.R
19.Spandana.V
20.spurthi
21.Srinivas.S
22.Sriveda Reddy
23.SujithSimha.P
24.Surendhar.K
25.Teja.G
26.UdayBhaskar.K
27.Vandana.N
28.VangalaSaketh
29.Varshitha.M
30.Venkatabharadwaja.N
31.Venkatesh.A
32.Venkatesh.P
33. Vishnu Vardhan
Reddy.T
34.Yeswanth Reddy.G

9346636659
6281578776
6302950678
7396742253
9381449412
6303588595
6302649350
7095070469
7674952836
9959723223
6304107727
7286073469
6301968710
9490666241
7989598084
9381131474
9346794075
9908073212
9542822882
7013913154
7799881649

35. Vijay

9133207623

36.SiriChandana

8790543963

37.Anuja

7036233228

38.Murali

9182901292

39.Srikanth

8297538348

40. Sanjana

7659999555

41.Bhargavi

7993470769

42. Markandeya

8639108986

43. Vatsal

9920906648

3.ROUTE MAP

ROUTE MAP OF MANTHUR, NARSAPUR MANDAL, MEDAK DISTRICT

DAY 1: 27th June,2019
4.SUVREY IN GANYA AND DHANYA TANDA
The journey began at the college for the camp where all the
volunteers gathered by 09:00 am and started off to the camp by 10:00 am.
everyone reached to the village by 12:00 in the noon. The camp was initiated
by door to door survey by the volunteers. They surveyed the villagers about
various aspects such as education, health issues , irrigation , farming methods
etc. Also the volunteers exchanged their knowledge about various government
schemes in a way possible.Later, in the evening everyone gathered to express
their views on how useful the survey was and could be. Also they shared how
and what they learnt from it.

VOLUNTEERS CONDUCTING SURVEY
DAY 2: 28th June,2019

5. VISIT TO GOVERNMENT SCHOOL IN MANTHUR

VOLUNTEERS AT MANTHUR SCHOOL

On the second day of the camp, volunteers visited the Government school of
Manthur. They talked to the primary school children about the necessity of
education. Also they encouraged the students to identify and improve their
talents.Basic mathematics and vedic math techniques were taught too. They
explained various ways in which the students could continue to gain
knowledge and educate themselves.

6.VISIT TO OLDAGE HOME

Later , in the evening, volunteers visited an oldage home in the village.
They had an amazing experience talking to the people living there. Every
person there had their own story of being estranged from which our
volunteers have learnt alot about handling elderly people and their sensitive
nature.

VOLUNTEERS INTERACTING AT OLDAGE HOME
DAY 3: 29th June,2019

7.MEDICAL CAMP
On the third day of the camp, a free medical camp was organised by the
volunteers. Villagers' health was thoroughly checked and medicines were
freely prescribed for those who needed them. Many of the villagers saw to it

that they came to the camp and got their health condition checked up for a
healthy living.

VILLAGERS ATTENDING THE MEDICAL CAMP

DAY 4: 30th June,2019
8.PLANTATION DRIVE
On the fourth day, the volunteers organised a plantation drive,in
collaboration with an NGO named VRIDHI FOUNDATION, where one plant was
provided for almost every house of the village. villagers were explained how
important it was in today's scenario to have more plants around. Also they
were asked nothing but to pour a mug of water everyday so that the plant
survives. Also the volunteers spoke to them about the necessity of growing
more plants.

VOLUNTEERS PARTICIPATING IN PLANTATION DRIVE

DAY 5: 1st July, 2019
9.RALLY ON WOMEN EMPOWEREMENT
On the 5th day of the camp, volunteers marched a rally
through the village to make the villagers aware about women empowerment
and how it could be useful in making the society a better place to live. They
also emphasized on the ways to empower women through education and
providing work.

DAY 6: 2nd July, 2019
10.SHRAMDHAAN PROGRAM
On the last but one day of the camp, the volunteers contributed to the
neatness of the village, through Shramdhaan program. They made the disposal
of waste more organized in the village by not letting it scatter in different

places but being thrown in a particular area. The villagers also helped the
volunteers in making the village look better.

DAY 7: 3rd July, 2019
On the last day of the camp, every volunteer felt free to share
their experiences about the camp and the circumstantial challenges they
faced. Feedback of every volunteer was carefully heard by the rest of the team.

The Special Camp for the year 2019 thus ended being a huge success.Every
volunteer took home back many learnings , memories and stories of the
villagers. They had a great learning experience from the situations they faced
and understood the real meaning of spontanety. Also they realised
implementation of the motto "NOT ME,BUT YOU."

VOLUNTEERS LISTENING IN THE FEEDBACK SESSION

OUTCOMES OF NSS SPECIAL CAMP:

• Every student got an individual practical experience of handling people in
groups.
• Manthur's higher classes students of the government school got better
exposure of what awaits in their future.
• Medical camp was so useful for the villagers .
• Volunteers gave a feedback report about their experiences and suggested
how it could be improved.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
We would like to thank JNTUH coordinator P.Narasimha for giving us permission and
guiding us for the successful completion of the camp. We thank our Principal Dr.C.D.Naidu
andthe college management for their kind support and guidance for the smooth conduction
of the camp .We also thank them for giving this great opportunity of lending hand to the
poor and serving the needy society in various ways. We also thank Transport manager and
Hostel supervisors for their support.

“WE SERVE THE DESERVE”
“NOT ME BUT YOU"

INDUCTION REPORT 2019
As a gesture of welcoming the freshers for a new academic year, like
every year, the college has organized the Induction program. It was
organised on 5th of August,2019. Volunteers of Team NSS
VNRVJIET, had a privilege to volunteer the session and guide the
parents and students all through the program. All the bright and happy
faces were more than excited to get to know about the college and its
premises. After the induction program, they were all provided with
the lunch by the volunteers, followed by the Departmental wise tour.

PRE EVENT FOR INDEPENDENCE DAY 2019

It was yet again that time of the year when everyone were awaiting the
celebrations of the Independence of the country. Team NSS VNRVJIET had
the honor of conducting a pre-event on the occasion of 73rd Independence
Day.

Volunteers of team NSS VNRVJIET came up with a idea to interact with
the students and faculty in the campus premises to know how well are they in
touch with the Indian history its national leaders. And to emphasize the fact that
it the day isn't a public holiday but a day of national importance for everyone to
participate and witness the tricolour flutter.

The volunteers asked some rapid fire questions related to the national
leaders to which the participants enthusiastically answered. Also the participants
were showed few pictures of the national leaders and were asked to identify
them. The participants were also asked to identify the persons who coined
various slogans during the nationalist movement.

The students and faculty reacted positively to the event and the purpose of
letting them know and recollect the Indian history of struggle for freedom, was
served. After the end of interaction with each of them, they were given the
national flags to pin it on themselves.

CLAY GANESHA EVENT 2019 REPORT

To carry forward the theme of sustainability and bring awareness regarding the
usage of clay idols, as a part of “Ganesh Chathurthi” celebrations, we the team
NSS have conducted an event named “CLAY GANESHA” in our college
premises on 1-09-2019.

Students making ganesh idols out of Clay

The main moto of the event was to spread awareness regarding the eco-friendly
ganesha which also carried the essence of protecting nature from the
deterioration caused by pop idols. Students were given an opportunity to
showcase their creativity by making the clay idols.

NSS Volunteers also acknowledged the consumers regarding the harmful
effects and pollution caused by POP idols. Parallelly the clay idols which were
procured were also sold at low cost to faculty, students and others.

Students with prepared Ganesh Idols

SAARADHI REPORT 2019
( 26th and 27th September,2019)
SAARADHI
Every year, VNR Vignana Jyothi Institute of Engineering and Technology, comes up
with the technical symposium "Convergence". Under Convergence, Saaradhi is one of
the themes. It is organised by the social clubs of the institution. It started with a belief
and motto " Engineers leading society". As an Engineering student, one has the
responsibility to solve problems of the society using technology or otherwise. With
this spirit team NSS VNRVJIET has organised the following events and stalls under
SAARADHI.

SOCH
It is a platform where the students can exhibit their innovative ideas i.e., technical
solutions for the problems our society is facing in day to day life in the form of
presentations, models, projects. Over 20 innovative ideas were presented by the
students of VNRVJIET and also other college students. The ideas were evaluated by
the respective judges Mrs Prathyusha and Mrs Rajini ma'am. The prizes were
distributed for the first, second and third winners. With the innovative ideas the
students joined their hands to engineer the tomorrow at “SOCH”
.The first best idea was given a prize of Rs.1500, second best Rs.1000 and third best
idea of Rs.500.First prize: Mudassir , Tharun , Lalith (Solution for air pollution)
Second prize: Akhil ( Smart belt)
Third prize: Prashanth ( Go free Application)

WILL YOU BE MY TEACHER In learning you will teach and in teaching you will learn. “Inspiring the young aspiring
minds which are blossoming and are ready to dream, setting their life goals. A hope is
all that could be offered by us. ". It was organized to teach the students of 6th class of
government school Pragathi Nagar and Secunderabad, Hyderabad. The platform
where the importance of ECA along with education were told to them by students and
activities were conducted like singing, dancing, interactive session and motivational
stories were told and reviewed.

I’M NOT A HERO

“STRIVE NOT TO BE A SUCCESS, BUT RATHER TO BE OF VALUE”. It is a
Forum with those inspiring individuals who took up the rugged path to make this
society a better place for living. Let those heroes who say "I am not a Hero" start their
journey into light from here. The speakers for the event are Mr.G.V.Ramanjaneyulu,
an Agricultural Research scientist striving to make people aware and farmers to follow
natural farming methods, Mr.Mohammad Sujathullah, who feeds about thousand
people every day and founder of "Humanity First" Non-government organisation,
Mrs.Archana Suresh,founder of "Bring a Smile" organisation who helps the needy
with three requirements, food, education and infrastructure. We had an open forum
with them where the audience had a discussion with the speakers and also expressed
their thoughts. We honoured the dignitaries with the saplings and momentos.

STALLS:
1)AAVISHKAR :
Almost, everyone, these days, are aware of the wide range of applications available
but not many people are aware of the new technologies and findings that are
prevailing in the society through engineers. New technologies were showcased here.
Students made and showcased different prototypes depicting the solutions to various
problems.

2)PARISHEELAN :
Almost, every solution to a problem, starts with identifying the problem statement.
Here, we, gave the problem statements about the uncared social issues and asked the
students to come up with their ideas to solve them, for, these days we don't take a
minute to comment and frame an opinion on a particular issue. And the given possible
solutions were noted down for further filtration to make the solution feasible.

3) RECYKAL :
Everyone are well aware of the extent of usage and rate of disposal of plastic. Also
we're aware of its consequences. But very few know how to act to reduce the
consequences. We, at this stall, tried to bring everyone a step closer towards recycling
of plastic with the help of an application, RECYKAL. Visitors of the stall were
explained about how to recycle plastic using an application named RECYKAL and
reduction methods were explained.

4)NSS GALLERY :
Everything one does, gives them two things, for sure - Experience and Memories. This
stall exhibited the events conducted and organised by team NSS VNRVJIET and the
memories attached to those events. Also the conduction of the events were explained
along with its results.

BLOOD DONATION CAMP 2019
One can not help everyone. But everyone can help someone. With this thought in mind,
Team NSS VNRVJIET has organised a Blood donation camp in the college premises, on 18 th
December, 2019, from 10 am to 5 pm.

VOLUNTEERS AT BLOOD DONATION CAMP IN THE COLLEGE PREMISES

The camp was held in collaboration with NTR BLOOD BANK and BBR BLOOD BANK for the
cause. On a total, 325 units of blood has been collected. Students from B.Tech, M.Tech and
MBA have come forward to donate blood. The college faculty has also enthusiastically
participated in the camp.

VOLUNTEERS
DONATING BLOOD AT JNTUH

NSS VOLUNTEERS WITH BLOOD DONARS

Together, everyone’s contribution has made the camp successful and helped someone
towards getting a healthier life. Along with the camp in VNR VJIET, students and volunteers
of NSS VNRVJIET have also participated in the blood donation camp held in JNTUH by RED
Cross Society on the same day.

APPRECIATION DRIVE FOR BLOOD DONORS
When a good deed is done, apart from the satisfaction of doing it, appreciation
also becomes a reason for a feeling of content. During the Blood donation camp
2020, which was organized in the institute premises of our college,
VNRVJIET, by Team NSS VNRVJIET, in collaboration with the HDFC bank,
BBR Blood Bank and NTR Blood Bank, many students and faculty turned up to
donate blood. The blood donation camp was a huge success and has helped the
people in need. To appreciate this initiative and as a token of encouragement the
officials of HDFC bank have sent complimentary gifts. These were distributed
by the team volunteers to the students and faculty. The heads of various
departments and the faculty coordinators, Padmavathi ma'am and Ashok sir,
were invited to present the faculty with the complimentary gifts. This made the

donors' spirit higher to donate further. And they were glad to have donated for
the needy.

VOLUNTEERS DISTRIBUTING TOKENS OF APPRECIATION

SALUTE REPORT , 2020

Team NSS, VNRVJIET has organized "SALUTE PARADE" in collaboration with VNR
Student Force. Student clubs and student chapters of our college have come up with different
social themes, potrayed their Ideas and exhibited their solutions during the parade. We, Team
NSS VNRVJIET , has come up with UN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS as our
theme. There are 17 goals to transform world.

INTERACTIVE SESSION WITH PRIYANKA BISSA ,
NSS PRESIDENT AWARDEE
Team NSS VNRVJIET had the privilege of being addressed by a President
Awardee for NSS, Ms Priyanka Bisra on 23rd February, 2020. Priyanka is a
native of Raipur, Chattisgarh. She hold a post graduation degree in Master of
Arts. She has been a multitalented person with an inclination towards extensive
bandwidth of activities involving art, dance, academics and social work. She
joined NSS in her college which proved to be instrumental for her to learn in
depth about policy making and Indian Constitution. She was awarded with the
NSS President Award 2018-2019 for her selfless service for the education of
underprivileged students from the slum areas and many other social works she
did.

She interacted with the team to know about various activities that the team has
done. Also she shared her experiences about when she was in the team. She
shared about how she participated in the Youth Parliament organized by the
Indian Government and backed up first prize. The whole session turned out to
be quite informative and interactive. She gave the team best wishes.

Leader ship Bootcamp -2020
NSS volunteers participated and organized the leadership Boot camp held in our college VNRVJIET on
21st to 23rd February 2020 In association with Youth parliament organization

